Determination and characterization of organic explosives using porous graphitic carbon and liquid chromatography-atmospheric pressure chemical ionization mass spectrometry.
A new LC-MS method for the determination and characterization of three groups of commonly used organic explosives (nitroaromatic compounds, cyclic nitroamines and nitrate esters) was developed using a porous graphitic carbon (PGC) (Hypercarb) column. Twenty-one different explosive-related compounds--including 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene, its by-products and its degradation products--were chromatographically separated in a single analysis. This efficient separation facilitates the identification of the manufacturer of the explosive using the identified analytes as a fingerprint. A final, conclusive identification of the analytes can be obtained using LC-MS equipped with an atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) interface. Solvent effects on chromatographic behaviour were investigated, as were the effects of solvent mixtures and mobile phase additives. The number and the relative positions of the nitro groups within analyte molecules influence their order of elution; these effects were investigated. The data thus generated can be interpreted to support a hypothesis concerning the retention mechanism of nitro-containing compounds when using PGC. Limits of detection ranged from 0.5 to 41.2 ng. The new methodology described herein improves the sensitivity and selectivity of explosive detection. The effectiveness of the method is demonstrated by the analysis of soil samples containing explosives residue from test fields in Sweden and Afghanistan.